
Pemberton, 26 Jamieson Street
Family Friendly Living

The online auction is underway with the current bid at $275,000  The property can
sell at anytime, so please get in touch if you are interested or you may miss out!

This large four bedroom home is ready for its new family, with a traditional
appearance that many like with everything the family needs to start living.
Offering space within the two living rooms, one to gather together around the
kitchen and dining spaces and the other for movie nights around the fire or more
formal gatherings.  The timber bench-top and cabinetry in the kitchen, presents
the country ambience and offers cooking by gas or on the Metters stove, you
can just imagine the old-time recipes cooking away through the day whilst
adding that warmth that only a Metters can radiate.   The convenience of a
dishwasher and double sink space under the window means cooking is not a
chore with the everyday distractions to outside.  The bedrooms are large along
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with the large bathroom providing further space for the family to spread out
through the home.

Aside is the games room with enough room for all the families activities inclusive
of a designated storage space to store the hobby pursuits plus with its own
access onto the patio a perfect room for indoor and outdoor activities.  These
connected outdoor spaces offer several places to set up how your family would
like to use these undercover areas.  This extra room would also make a great
space to run a home business from.

The property would also make a great Air BnB or a solid investment, especially
given the lack of rentals available in Pemberton and with rents continuing to rise
in price.  This should lease out above $360+ a week.

Outside the expansive secure and enclosed backyard offers room to play and
access off the back laneway that creates an alternative access into the property
and to the double garage. The front of the homes has a good first impression,
positioned on the high side of a desirable location in Pemberton is this great
home waiting for the next family to enjoy.
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